Abstract-Distinct from wireless ad hoc networks, wireless sensor networks are data-centric, application-oriented, collaborative, and energy-constrained in nature. In this paper, we formulate the problem of data transport in sensor networks as an optimization problem, with the objective of maximizing the amount of information (utility) collected at sinks, subject to both the channel bandwidth and energy constraints. We then devise a distributed solution of the convex optimization problem, and explore in three directions. First, we devise a simple node capacity estimation method to online measure the node capacity. Second, we linearize the energy constraint by properly setting the value of the system lifetime in advance and controlling the data rate of a node so as to sustain its battery lifetime longer than the specified lifetime. Finally, we incorporate the optimization results into routing so as to provide sensors with opportunities to select better routes. The simulation results show that the utility-based approach balances between system utility and system lifetime.
I. INTRODUCTION
Recent technological advances have led to the emergence of small, low-power devices that integrate sensors and actuators with limited on-board processing and wireless communication capabilities. Unlike traditional wired or wireless networks, sensor networks possess certain characteristics that warrant their treatment as a special class of ad hoc networks: 1) Data-centric: Sensor networks are largely data-centric, with the objective of delivering collected data in a timely fashion to destinations. Data that contains information of different qualities represents different values to destinations. As a result, the overall system objective is no longer to maximize the raw data throughput, but instead to maximize the amount of useful information carried to destinations. 2) Application-oriented: The specific algorithms/protocols and performance metrics used in sensor networks thus depend on the characteristics and requirements of applications. For instance, for mission-critical applications, it
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is very important to ensure the end-to-end latency be kept below certain threshold. 3) Collaborative: How nodes collaborate with each other to realize the global system objective outweighs the objective of achieving fairness of individual connections. This is in sharp contrast to conventional wired and wireless networks in which provisioning of fairness to users is an important design criterion. 4) Energy-constrained: As most of the low-power devices in sensor networks have limited battery life and replacing batteries on tens of thousands of these devices is infeasible, any protocol/algorithm that will be eventually deployed in sensor networks has to be energy aware. As a result of the unique characteristics of sensor networks, conventional routing and flow control protocols that focus on maximizing raw data throughput and achieving fairness are no longer well suited for sensor networks. A mechanism properly controlling the usage of scarce resource to deliver the most useful information to the sink is needed. Distributed, data-centric, utility based approaches that differentiate treatments of packets with respect to their different values and at the same time, take into account of both bandwidth usage and energy consumption are more adequate. Such mechanisms can solve simultaneously the problems of maximizing utility and mitigating congestion.
In this paper, we formulate the problem of data transport in sensor networks as an optimization problem, with the objective of maximizing the amount of information (utility) collected at sinks (subscribers), subject to the channel bandwidth and energy constraints. Note that channel bandwidth and energy constraints represent two of the most limited resource in wireless sensor networks. The problem formulation in our previous work [3] is a non-convex programming problem and a centralized approach is used to solve the optimization problem. As the centralized approach cannot quickly adapt to dynamic network changes, in this paper we devise a distributed, energy-aware, utility-based approach. The key to devising such a distributed solution is to transform the optimization problem to a convex programming problem. That is, the objective function has to be concave and the range of the feasible control variables is within a convex set. The advantage of a convex programming problem is that its dual problem can be solved in a distributed manner, as the control variables in the dual problem can be expressed in a separable form. Furthermore, there is no duality gap between the primal and dual problems.
There exist several challenges that we have to tackle in order to apply utility-based approaches to wireless sensor networks. The contributions of our paper can be summarized in three directions:
(I) Estimating node capacity in wireless multi-hop environments: As all the outgoing links from a node share the same channel in wireless multi-hop environments, capacity constraints should be imposed on the node capacity rather than on the link capacity. Constraints on the link capacity suffice only when a node is equipped with multiple transceivers operating at different channels or with directional antennas. Moreover, the capacity of a node in wireless environments is no longer a constant but changes in different topologies and traffic status. It is nontrivial to determine the capacity of each node needed in the optimization problem. In this paper, we propose a capacity estimation method that adapts to the traffic load. The estimation is made based on (i) the measurements of average outgoing throughput and (ii) the feedback information of buffer overflows and unsuccessful transmissions. All the information can be obtained locally and the required computation is not intensive.
(II) Linearizing energy constraints: It is necessary to consider energy constraints because unattended sensors are equipped only with limited energy. If the system lifetime is considered as a control variable in the energy constraints such as in [3] , the function that describes the energy constraint includes a product term of the system lifetime and the data rate of sources and is hence a non-convex function. As a non-convex programming problem cannot be solved in a distributed manner, we need to transform the energy constraint to a convex function. One method is to properly set the value of the system lifetime in advance and control the data rate of a node (and hence its total energy consumption rate) so as to sustain its battery lifetime longer than the specified lifetime. In this manner, the energy constraint becomes a linear function, as the system lifetime becomes a parameter but no longer a control variable. The price of the energy constraint is periodically adjusted according to the current energy consumption rate. Furthermore, both the capacity and energy constraints can be quantified in terms of the price based on how tight these constraints are. A more stringent constraint leads to a higher price.
(III) Integrating routing dynamics in the optimization: Like most existing flow control approaches, the proposed approach solves the problem of maximizing the amount of information delivered in two phases: a set of routes are determined in the first phase and then a convex programming problem is solved given the set of routes in the second phase. The resulting solution may not be optimal, but it has been shown in [8] that the problem of solving both routing and flow control simultaneously is NP-hard. As such, we incorporate the optimization results into routing, and propose a modified version of Ad hoc On Demand Distance Vector (AODV) routing protocol. The proposed routing protocol provides sensors with opportunities to select a route with a smaller price, and at the same time, improve the overall utility of the system. It is composed of three phases, route initialization (RINT), route request (RREQ) and route reply (RREP). In the first RINT phase, sinktrees constructed by sinks establish active connections from sensors to sinks and reduce the overhead of route discovery. As these sink-tree routes might incur high price due to the limited energy of certain intermediate nodes and/or congestion along these routes. The RREQ and RREP phases in the proposed protocol are then to find alternate routes with smaller costs.
Utility based approaches have been exploited in conventional wired networks (e.g., [5] , [6] ), ad hoc networks (e.g., [7] , [10] ), and most recently sensor networks [1] . Kelly et al. [5] propose a pricing scheme to achieve weight proportional fair rate allocation for users in the wireline environment. The same problem considered in [5] is solved by Low et al. [6] differently such that the dual problem can be optimized in a distributed manner. Both Xue et al. [10] and Qiu et al. [7] extend Kelly's work [5] and consider the rate allocation problem in ad hoc networks. None of the work in [5] , [6] , [10] , [7] consider the energy constraints which we believe is one of the most important criteria in sensor networks.
As compared with the aforementioned utility-based approaches, our proposed approach fixes problems of applying utility based approaches to wireless sensor networks in three directions: on-line estimation of node capacity (to be used in the capacity constraint of the optimization problem) in the multihop wireless environment, inclusion (and linearization) of energy constraints that relate the system lifetime to the data rate, and incorporation of optimization results in selecting routes that maximize the utility.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We define the problem and present a distributed flow control approach in Section II. Linearization of energy constraints, on-line estimation of the node capacity, and integration of dynamic routing with flow control are treated in Section III, IV, and V, respectively. Following that, we present the simulation results in Section VI. Finally we conclude the paper with a list of future research agendas in Section VII.
II. PROBLEM DEFINITION
In this section we briefly describe the scenario of applications in sensor networks to which the proposed utility-based approach is applied. Suppose a volcano observation system is to be implemented with a wireless sensor network. Sensors are placed near the volcanoes to monitor their activities. The data rate of a sensor depends on the information of the activity a sensor observes. For instance, a low data rate is sufficient for the site of a dormant volcano. When a sensor detects an abnormal activity at a dormant volcano, it increases the data rate. If a volcano erupts, sensors then collect and transmit the status data with the highest data rate. The objective of the system is to deliver the largest amount of information (but not the largest amount of raw data) during the period of the system lifetime.
Before delving into the problem formulation, we state the assumptions made in this paper:
(A1) Spatial redundancy is not considered: we assume that the sensing data collected from sensors at different locations contributes additive utilities. In reality, surplus sensors may be deployed in the sensing area and the information collected by neighboring sensors may be redundant and correlated. Clustering techniques such as GAF [9] or SPAN [2] have been proposed to group sensors into clusters and coordinate activities among them, in such a way that only one sensor needs to be awake in each cluster to maintain network connectivity and to carry out the sensing task. The data collected in different groups is thus likely non-redundant. (A2) The utility of data packets originated from the same node is represented by a single utility function, in spite of the fact that they may be routed along different paths to the sinks. (A3) The communication cost incurred after data packets arrive at the sinks is negligible. Once data packets arrives at any of the sinks, they may be relayed to other sinks via a wireline network, and hence the communication cost is assumed negligible.
We formulate the optimization problem as a convex programming problem: to maximize the total utility of data collected at sinks, subject to the channel capacity constraints and the energy constraints. For notational convenience, we define the following notions:
• U s (x s ): the utility function of the data rate x s generated from a sensor s and sent to a sink. The utility function is assumed to be a strictly concave function. The range of the source rate x s needs to be within the range
• S n and S i : the set of sensors and sinks in the sensing field;
• N (i): the set of sources that use node i as a relay node (including node i itself);
• P(s): the set of nodes relaying packets for the source s (including source s itself);
• E i : the amount of energy initially equipped with node i;
• e i : the energy consumed in the idle state per unit time;
• e s and e r : the additional energy consumed in transmitting and receiving one unit of data rate per unit time;
• T : the pre-specified, desired system lifetime.
• C i : the channel capacity of node i; For ease of description, in this section, we only consider the node capacity constraints in the optimization problem. The energy constrains will be considered in Section III. The primal optimization problem can be expressed as: max
By solving the dual problem [6] , the optimal data rate of node s, can be obtained:
where p s is the sum of the price per unit bandwidth at each node on the path form source s to the sink and can be expressed as p s = i∈P(s) p i where p i is the capacity price per unit bandwidth usage at node i.
[z] b a = min{max{z, a}, b} and U −1 s (·) is the inverse function of the derivative of utility function U s (·). On the other hand, the price for node i, p i , can be adjusted according to 1 :
where [z] + = max{z, 0}, α is a small positive step size and
is the sum of the rates of all flows passing through node i at time t. Finally, the solution of the optimal rate and price can be solved iteratively in Eqs. (2) and (3) at sources and routers, respectively. Low et al. [6] show that the optimal solution converges provided that the step size α is sufficiently small.
III. LINEARIZATION OF ENERGY CONSTRAINTS
How to reduce energy consumption is an important issue for battery-powered sensors and hence it is necessary to figure in energy constraints in the optimization problem. Obviously there exists a trade-off between maximizing the amount of information delivered and prolonging the system lifetime. It would be desirable to increase data rates of certain flows only when certain events of interest take place in the proximity of the sources. A reasonable energy constraint is to preserve energy to ensure the system remains operational at least beyond a pre-specified system lifetime. In this section, we elaborate on how to figure in such a linear energy constraint to make the optimization problem separable.
Let t be the current time and E i (t) be the current remaining energy of node i. For a sensor node to operate beyond a pre-specified time instant T , the current data rate should be determined, so that the energy incurred in the transmission, reception, and idle states for the remaining interval till time T l is smaller than the current remaining energy E i (t). Specifically,
In other word, each node needs to control the data rate (that includes traffic originating from the node and transit traffic), such that its energy consumption rate is below the rate that sustains the specified system lifetime. We call this rate the intended energy consumption rate, and denote it as
The optimization problem that includes both the node capacity and linear energy constraints is
Note that the energy constraint is a linear function because the intended energy consumption rate, b i (t) of a node i is now a parameter. Therefore, the optimization problem in Eq. (6) is a convex programming problem and can be solved in a distributed manner. Similar to Eq. (2), each source s, controls its optimal rate based on the prices for the capacity and lifetime constraints:
Ms ms .
whereas p s c = i∈P(s) p c i and p s l = i∈P(s) p l i are the accumulative prices along the path from source s to the destination for the capacity and lifetime constraints, respectively. Besides, the prices for the capacity and lifetime constraints are adapted at each node periodically based on the usage of the resource:
where α and β are small positive step sizes for adjusting the capacity and lifetime prices, respectively. Even though b i (t) might change with time, the price for the energy constraint is only adjusted periodically according to the gap between the current energy consumption rate and the current intended energy consumption rate b i (t). When the current energy consumption rate exceeds b i (t), the price for the energy constraint is increased and vice versa. Similarly, the source data rate and the price are adjusted iteratively at each node with the use of Eqs. (7) and (8), respectively.
The above approach combines both the prices for the capacity and energy constraints into a single entity. The importance of both capacity and energy constraints can be quantified in terms of the prices, based on how tight the constraints are. A more stringent constraint leads to a higher price.
IV. ESTIMATION OF NODE CAPACITY
One major challenge of employing utility-based optimization (Eq. (1)) in the multi-hop wireless environment is how to estimate the node capacity, C i for each node i. In contrast to the link capacity in wireline networks which is given in its link specification, the node capacity in the multi-hop wireless environment is no longer a constant but highly dependent upon the nodal distribution in its neighborhood and the traffic conditions at other neighboring nodes. In [3] , a static node capacity is derived based on the conservative assumption that all the two-hop neighboring nodes are backlogged. The node capacity thus derived might be conservative when some of neighboring nodes are not backlogged.
In this paper, we take the derived node capacity, C i , in [3] as the nominal capacity. In addition, we propose a light-weight capacity estimation method that adapts to the traffic conditions and buffer status. The final estimate of the node capacity is a weighted sum of the nominal capacity, C i , and the dynamically estimated capacity, C i , i.e.,
The on-line estimated node capacity, C i , is calculated as the average throughput attained by all the outgoing flows, i.e.,
where r i is the averaged, aggregated throughput attained by all the outgoing flows, and κ (κ < 1) is a parameter that ensures system stability. As the queuing size grows indefinitely when the incoming rate is greater than or equal to the serving capacity, the parameter κ is used to prevent the system queue from growing unbounded. The average throughput attained by all the outgoing flows, r i , is measured over the past T c seconds as follows. Each node records the delay, d j , incurred by each outgoing packet P j with packet size, Size j , to the next hop, i.e. the latency from the time of retrieving the packet from the head of queue to the time of receiving the corresponding ACK packet. The average throughput attained during the past T c seconds is calculated as
where P is the number of packets transmitted in T c . A lowpass filter with an exponentially weighted moving average can be used to filter out transient fluctuation of the calculated attainable throughput.
We use a simple feedback control mechanism to on-line adjust κ. The value of κ is increased by a small value, δκ + , if the following two conditions hold: (i) During the past T c seconds, no packet drops as a result of buffer overflow or failure to reach the next hop (due to contention); and (ii) the number of packets currently in the buffer is less than a pre-determined threshold,
V. INTEGRATING ROUTING DYNAMICS IN THE
OPTIMIZATION PROBLEM
The utility optimization problem considered in Section III is solved in two phases. In the first phase, the routes for all the sources are determined based on hop counts. Then in the second phase convex programming is solved given the set of the given routes. The solution based on fixed routes is not optimal, but the optimization problem considering both routing and flow control decisions simultaneously is NP-hard [8] . Instead of searching the entire space, we propose to incorporate the optimization results into routing, and propose a modified version of Ad hoc On Demand Distance Vector (AODV) routing protocol. The proposed routing protocol provides sensors with opportunities to select routes with smaller prices and improve the overall utility of the system. Three phases in the proposed routing protocol are : route initialization (RINT), route request (RREQ) and route reply (RREP). In what follows, we elaborate on each phase and highlight the differences between AODV and the proposed protocol.
(
1) Route Initialization (RINT):
In the first RINT phase, all the sinks proactively construct sink-tree routes to the sensors to reduce the overheads incurred in route discovery. At the beginning of system operation, all the sinks broadcast route initialization (RINT) packets. Upon receipt of a RINT packet, a node updates the routing entry and only forwards the RINT packet with smaller or equal hop count. A RINT packet stops to be forwarded (and hence a sink tree stops growing) when the packet arrives in the proximity of the boundary of the "territories" of two sink nodes. A node in the overlap area has the flexibility to select any sink as its destination.
(2) Route Request (RREQ): The routes established in the RINT phase may incur high prices due to the limited energy of certain intermediate node(s) or congestion along the routes. Different from route discovery in AODV, the RREQ/RREP phases aim to find alternate routes with smaller costs (prices) under the two conditions: (i) the overheads incurred in the RREQ/RREP phases are kept minimal; and (ii) in the case that a data flow f is to be switched to a new route, the "losses" of data flows that are originally routed on this new route should be well compensated by the gain in switching the data flow f to this new route.
To avoid overloading the network, a source, s, is allowed to search for an alternate route only when it detects that an event leads to high utility but the achievable data rate falls below the half of possible maximal rate M s . A RREQ packet carrying the accumulative price of the new route , p up , is sent to the node with the cheapest price. Each intermediate node, f , estimates the impact of the redirected traffic and calculates the change in the utility of affected flows in the following six steps: 2 (S1) Node f retrieves the cheapest price towards any sink satisfying the hop count constraint. Since this price is calculated without consideration of the redirected traffic, we denote it as the priori price, p f pri . (S2) Node f estimates the data rate of source s based on the value of the event (carried in the RREQ packet) and the sum of the upstream price and the priori price 
where x in and x io represent the new and old rate of node i. Only when the gain in the utility increase of source s (the term on the left hand side in Eq. (13)) is greater than or equal to c 3 (c 3 > 1) times of the utility decrease in all existing flows, the RREQ packet is forwarded.
By applying a price estimation method, we can reduce the impact of redirecting a data flow on the flows that are originally routed on the new route. Finally, the forwarding process continues until the RREQ packet reaches to the last hop on the new path, at which point the RREP phase commences.
(3) Route Reply (RREP):
When a RREQ packet reaches the last hop, the node next to the sink sends back a RREP packet with the price of the new route equal to its own price Similar to the price estimation method (S1)-(S4) in the RREQ phase, the posterior price is calculated by figuring in the traffic increase due to the redirected flow. Furthermore, the sum of the utility loss of all flows passing through each node on the new route is calculated (following (S5)-(S6) ). Both the posterior downstream price and the utility loss are carried in the RREP packet. All the intermediate relay nodes follow the same procedures to calculate the downstream price and accumulative utility loss. When the source receives the RREP packet, it determines whether to change its route based on Eq. (13). 
VI. SIMULATION RESULTS
We evaluate the performance of the distributed utility-based approaches using the ns-2 [11] simulator. A total of 60 sensors and 4 sinks are deployed in a square grid given in Fig. 1 . The distance between neighboring sensors is 200 meters. We assume the radio transmission range is 250 meters. Therefore, each sensor has at most 4 neighbors. The data transmission rate of the wireless channel is assumed to be 40 kbps. The utility function used in the simulation is defined as U s (x s ) = v s · log(x s + 1), where v s and x s are the utility value of a packet and the source rate (in units of #packets/second) for sensor node s, respectively. The function U s is a non-decreasing and concave function of node s's sending rate. To test the performance under dynamic environments, the values of packets are not constant, but are specified according to Figure 2 and Table I. We envision a volcano monitoring system used to record the volcano activities. When a volcano stays at the dormant status (state 1), sensors transmits data at a low rate to sinks. If sensors detect abnormal events (state 2), a higher data rate is required to facilitate transport of data back to the sink for further analysis. Once a volcano eruption event is likely to take place (state 3), the transmission rate should be further raised.
We use a Markov chain model given in Fig 2 to generate the value of packets captured at each sensor. The parameters used in each of the Markov states are listed in Table I . The time period of a state is uniformly random distributed in [10, Max. Period] seconds. The parameters for power consumption follows the setting in [2] , i.e., the power consumption incurred in the transmission, reception, and idle state is 1.4, 1.0, and 0.83 W, respectively. The payload size of a packet is set to be 70 bytes (including 20 bytes of IP header but not MAC and PHY headers).
Advantages of on-line capacity estimation: In the first set of simulations, we compare the performance of the proposed utility-based approach with and without on-line nodal capacity estimation enabled. The sensor network given in Fig. 1 is used. The value of the data changes according to the Markov model given in Fig. 2 . All the 60 sensors are initially equipped with 1000 joules. Figure 3 gives the result of the proposed approach, when the node capacity is on-line estimated and when it is fixed with 10 different values. The average delay of the proposed approach with fixed capacity values increases as the capacity values increase, while the utility is maximized at the capacity value of approximately 1400 bps. The utility achieved by the proposed approach with on-line estimated node capacities is higher, while the end-to-end latency incurred is smaller. This demonstrates the advantages of online estimating the node capacity.
Effects of adjusting lifetime prices: The effect of how to adjust the lifetime price (Section III) on the utility and the system lifetime is investigated in the next set of simulations. Initially each sensor is equipped with the same energy, 1000 joules. The intended system lifetime is set to 1050 seconds. (Note that the maximum achievable system lifetime is approximately 1000/0.83 ≈ 1200 seconds, where 0.83 watt is the power consumed in the idle state.) Fig. 4 gives the performance comparison of approaches with and without lifetime price adjustment. In particular, we vary two parameters in 950000
